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Pneuma Solutions: A Global Leader in Accessible Cloud Technologies
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Remote Incident Manager (RIM) Version 3 Now Available

At Pneuma Solutions we provide a seamless bridge between assistive technology and mission critical applications. Our line of products was built with stability, affordability, and security in mind to attract the largest user pool inside and outside of the office space. The Remote Incident Manager (RIM) has provided secure, efficient, accessible, feature-rich remote desktop access, enabling field technical support providers to cut costs while improving quality of service since 2007.

Remote Incident Manager (RIM) is a fully accessible remote desktop product for technical support, training, or simply helping friends and family with their computers. Read all about Remote Incident Manager (RIM).
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Scribe for Meetings Is Now Available World Wide!

As the world continues to move to a virtual environment, you need an affordable solution that guarantees full access to everyone in your audience. Pneuma Solutions, the global leader in accessible cloud solutions, introduces Scribe for Meetings! The goal is to make the on-screen content in your online meetings and webinars accessible to print-impaired participants in as easy a manner as possible.

Watch our 4-minute video to learn how Scribe for Meetings can help you make remote meetings inclusive for people with print disabilities.



Scribe for Meetings is affordable for both individuals and organizations of all sizes. Full inclusion of your print impaired customers, students, and even friends is just a click away. Check out Scribe for Meetings now and learn about our competitive pricing.
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When it comes to people’s lives and their disabilities, access to information is not a privilege… It’s a right.

Pneuma Solutions believes organizations like yours have the right to provide the best tools for your consumers, students, employees, and citizens. We also believe, since you are here, that you’re interested in joining us in making this a more inclusive world.
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Accessible Cloud Technologies Made Simple

Simplify and streamline your online information delivery with Pneuma Solutions. Our accessible cloud technologies ensure a seamless user experience and effortless setup. Whether through our cloud infrastructure or your network, we offer user-friendly solutions with a “set it and forget it” approach.
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Intuitive Solutions Inspiring Productivity

At Pneuma Solutions, we prioritize intuitive cloud-based tools that seamlessly integrate into your existing workflows and require no additional software installation for end-users. Our team, with decades of experience in developing cloud-based tools for print-disabled individuals, ensures that our solutions are inherently intuitive.

Enhance productivity by simplifying the user experience. Our accessible cloud technologies are designed to boost confidence in your brand by delivering reliable and intuitive solutions.
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Affordability Makes It a More Accessible World

At Pneuma Solutions, we are committed to making accessibility tools more accessible worldwide by ensuring affordability. We firmly believe that when these tools are cost-effective, more organizations can benefit, ultimately improving lives.

We are proud of our low overhead and commitment to high quality. Thanks to our streamlined business model, we can provide budget-friendly accessible cloud solutions without compromising our leadership in the industry. Your right to affordable accessibility is our priority.
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Powerfully Built Accessibility Tools Increasing Your Productivity

Discover the simplicity and power of our multi-platform accessible offerings. At Pneuma Solutions, we demonstrate that accessibility can be both straightforward and robust. Our server-side tools are engineered for maximum power and productivity.

Our design team stays at the forefront of technological advancements, continuously enhancing our products to deliver more in less time. This dedication is what sets us apart as the leader in accessible cloud solutions. We offer simplicity, affordability, intuitiveness, and power, all in one package. Choose our accessible cloud solutions to help make the world more accessible for people with disabilities.
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Learn More

Learn more about Pneuma Solutions here. Or simply contact us and we’ll be happy to tell you more about what we do and the products we offer.

California governmental agencies, municipals, schools and businesses can request information using this form: California Services Information Request Form

Subscribe to Our E-mail Lists

Click here to receive periodic news via email concerning Pneuma Solutions products for business, consumers and education

Pneuma Solutions Blog

Visit our Blog to read articles of current and historical interest in the field of accessibility for visually impaired persons. Be sure to use this website’s search box to locate information.
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Recent blog articles

Advancing Accessibility in Digital Communication
Celebrating National Rehabilitation Counselor Appreciation Day with Pneuma Solutions
Embrace the Romance of Support with RIM’s Pro Passes This Valentine’s Day
Calling Weekend Support subscribers: Take advantage of unlimited support time starting at 7:00 PM on Friday!
Enhance Accessibility with Scribe for Meetings: Complimentary for Global Webinars!
Discontinuation of Legacy Operating System Support in Remote Incident Manager (RIM)
Pneuma Solutions and Blind Information Technology Specialists Announce Strategic Alliance to Empower the Blind Community Through Advanced Technology
On the First Day of RIMFest We at Pneuma Give to You…
December Gift of Accessibility: Scribe for Meetings Free for All!
Pneuma Solutions Is Going Global!
Bridging the Gap in AI: A Call for Inclusive Innovation
My Love Affair with Sous Vide Cooking: A Blind Cook’s Perspective
A Universal Remote for All Your Tech Needs: A User Perspective on Remote Incident Manager
Happy RIMiversary!
When The Silver Screen Meets Real Life: My Unforgettable Encounter with Tom Sullivan
The Country of the Blind: A Blind Man’s Praise
BlindShell Classic 2 Integrates Sero: A Leap Forward in Assistive Technology
Summer Shows for Us = Summer Savings for Everyone! 25% Off with Code show2023
Inclusive Design over Incidental Accessibility: Why Your Existing Remote Desktop Solution May Not Be Serving You as Well as You Think
Sero for Android Gets a Face Lift!
RIM It to Win It!
Inclusion and Resilience: A Glimpse into Cuba’s Programs for the Blind
Remote Incident Manager for macOS Officially Released!
Celebrating Global Accessibility Awareness Day: Affordable, Cross-Platform Remote Assistance for Everyone
Talking Pellet Grill Accessibility, as Heard on the Blind Grilling Experience Podcast
A Mammoth Milestone: 100 Mastodon Followers!
Raising Children with One Blind and One Sighted Parent
Pneuma Solutions Officially Joins the Fediverse!
Raising a Blind Child with Purpose
Fun with ChatGPT: Writing a story about aliens helping the blind community
New Ways to Pay as You Go with Remote Incident Manager
Remote Incident Manager Coming to the Mac Platform!
Finally! Holding Businesses Accountable
Remote Incident Manager vs the Other Players – Part 2: RIM vs. TeamViewer
Remote Incident Manager vs the Other Players – Part 1: RIM vs. JAWS Tandem and NVDA Remote
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